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Login VSI adds Predictive Power to Login PI

The next phase in virtualized desktop availability and performance testing

Barcelona, Spain (PRWEB UK) 13 September 2017 -- Today Login VSI (www.loginvsi.com), the industry
leader in VDI and SBC performance testing, announces the new version of Login PI, v2.1, which introduces
new and highly anticipated predictive power to this fast-growing availability and performance testing solution.

Introducing predictive power
Login PI’s virtual users run their workflows 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. These virtual users work in an
extremely consistent manner, which allows them to detect even the smallest variations in system performance.
Alerts are automatically triggered when performance thresholds are exceeded or when logons/applications do
not work as expected. This lets administrators detect user-experience problems outside business hours while
also helping them to minimize costly disruptions and downtime during business hours.

The new predictive capability of Login PI adds an extra dimension to the administrator’s capability to act
proactively in preventing performance and availability problems. Where Login PI provided graphic
representations of performance trends up to now, this new capability adds the option to extrapolate future trends
(up to one month). This enables an even earlier warning system as the potential convergence of increasing
latency trend lines and pre-defined thresholds can now be predicted in advance.

“The combination of our virtual user based 24/7 testing, using 100% consistent workloads, and this new
prediction capability, will enhance performance and availability of virtualized desktop environments
dramatically.” says Eric-Jan van Leeuwen, CEO of Login VSI.

The new predictive capability is available today in Login PI version 2.1. Existing Login PI users can upgrade to
the new version for free at https://www.loginvsi.com/downloads/login-pi. New users can download a trial
version of Login PI that includes the new capability at https://www.loginvsi.com/free-trial-request.

About Login PI
Where traditional monitoring systems only watch system health when real users are present, Login PI’s virtual
user technology verifies desktop infrastructure performance and availability 24/7, without the need for real end-
user activity. This approach offers an early warning system of potential problems in end-user experience, before
real users experience these problems and business processes are affected.

Login PI is used by both enterprises and government organizations that run their key user processes on
virtualized desktop environments, such as VMware Horizon, Citrix XenApp/XenDesktop and Microsoft RDS.
Login PI offers detailed insight into every aspect of end-user performance, such as logon performance and
availability, application performance and availability, and network performance and protocol latency.
--------------------------------
For more information about this press release, or to schedule an interview, please contact Frans Wauters at
marketingteam@loginvsi.com. For more information on the new prediction capability, or our products Login PI
and Login VSI, please visit www.loginvsi.com, and follow us on Twitter @loginvsi.
-------------
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Contact Information
Emily Gallagher
Touchdown PR
+44 1252717040

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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